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Summary

In Korea where energy resources are very scarce, it is necessary to make
a systematic analysis of the current status of nuclear power development
programs and technical cooperation programs of the nuclear advanced
countries as well as to actively utilize technologies developed in foreign
countries for our benefit designed to achieve the goal of self-reliance in
energy and nuclear technology.

To this end, it is desirable for Korea to observe trends in and maintain
cooperative relations with nuclear advanced countries in Europe, which played
a leading role in nuclear technology development by achieving self-reliance in
nuclear core technologies, including nuclear reactor and nuclear fuel
technology and with Australia which is the first in terms of uranium deposits
worldwide.

As part of its efforts to promote peaceful uses of nuclear energy as well
as to achieve self-reliance in nuclear technology on a national level, 7 nuclear
joint coordination committees and consultation meeting are in operation. These
committees include The R.O.K/U.K Nuclear Energy Consultation Meeting, the
Korea-France Joint Coordination Committee, the Korea-Russia Coordination
Committee and the Korea/Australia Nuclear Policy Consultation.

As a means not only to enhance the status of Korea in the international
community, but also to effectively and positively cope with rapidly changing
international nuclear developments, the current status of nuclear power
programs in nuclear advanced countries, including United Kingdom, France
and Russia and of technical cooperation with Australia, were covered in this
report. This report can be also help in setting up our position and discussion
plans for each item to be discussed in bilateral cooperation meetings through
an understanding background and results of technical cooperation implemented
so far with KAERI and reviewing the agreed items.

After publishing this report, more effective cooperation plans will be set
up in the future by establishing follow-up action programs and effective
management of their progress as well as by maintaining systematic relations
with personnel in charge of bilateral cooperations in government
organizations.
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Abstract

In Korea where energy resources are very scarce, it is necessary to make a systematic
analysis of the current status of nuclear power development programs and technical
cooperation programs of the nuclear advanced countries as well as to actively utilize
technologies developed in foreign countries for our benefit designed to achieve the goal
of self-reliance in energy and nuclear technology.

To this end, it is desirable for Korea to observe trends in and maintain cooperative
relations with nuclear advanced countries in Europe which played a leading role in
nuclear technology development by achieving self-reliance in nuclear core technologies,
including nuclear reactor and nuclear fuel technology and with Australia which is the
first in terms of uranium deposits worldwide.

As part of its efforts to promote peaceful uses of nuclear energy as well as to achieve
self-reliance in nuclear technology on a national level, 7 nuclear joint coordination
committes and consultation meeting are in operation. These committees include The
R.O.K/U.K Nuclear Energy Consultation Meeting, the Korea-France Joint Coordination
Committee, the Korea-Russia Coordination Committee and the Korea/Australia Nuclear
Policy Consultation.

As a means not only to enhance the status of Korea in the international community,
but also to effectively and positively cope with rapidly changing international nuclear
developments, the current status of nuclear power programs in nuclear advanced
countries, including United Kingdom, France and Russia and of technical cooperation
with Australia, were covered in this report. This report can be also help in setting up
our position and discussion plans for each item to be discussed in bilateral cooperation
meetings through an understanding background and results of technical cooperation
implemented so far with KAERI and reviewing the agreed items.

After publishing this report, more effective cooperation plans will be set up in the
future by establishing follow-up action programs and effective management of their
progress as well as by maintaining systematic relations with personnel in charge of
bilateral cooperations in government organizations.
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